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skills, the originally nonascendant children began to take the
lead and markedly increased their ascendance scores.    By
increasing this one factor of self-confidence a marked change
in behavior was effected.    Page 31 obtained further proof
that preschool children as young as three years could be
shifted from submissive or moderately ascendant behavior
to more ascendant behavior by building up self-confidence.'
This was done by teaching them to tell a story, to make
plasticine and wood flowers, and to solve picture guzzles.
The materials were so arranged and the instruction given in
such a way that the children, from the beginning, felt that
they were succeeding.    The training was continued until
the child had mastered the skills involved.   During the train-
ing   period   the   children's   self-confidence   accumulated.
When matched with untrained children the trained children
showed an increase in directing behavior, and the untrained
' children a slight loss.   At the same time they showed fewer
attempts' to secure materials by force.    There was some
evidence that the newly acquired ascendant behavior carried
over into other nursery school situations.   Without special
training nursery school children appear to develop a fairly
constant degree of ascendant behavior which decreases when
they drop out of school.   The methods and results of these
experiments give most valuable suggestions to teachers and
parents for the guidance of preschool children.
GUIDANCE    IN    LEARNING
Guidance is essentially guidance in learning. It consists
of providing the kind of environment that will favor desir-
able modification of behavior. It consists of giving judicious
approval at psychologically appropriate moments and infor-
mation or suggestions that will help children to make the
best response in a given situation.
It is recommended, in general, that suggestion be used
instead of commands, praise rather than criticism, and that
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